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Abstract—Fast response time becomes increasingly important
for modern web applications (e.g., e-commerce) due to intense
competitive pressure. In this paper, we present a new type of
Denial of Service (DoS) Attacks in the cloud, MemCA, with the
goal of causing performance uncertainty (the long-tail response
time problem) of the target n-tier web application while keeping
stealthy. MemCA exploits the sharing nature of public cloud
computing platforms by co-locating the adversary VMs with the
target VMs that host the target web application, and causing
intermittent and short-lived cross-resource contentions on the
target VMs. We show that these short-lived cross-resource contentions can cause transient performance interferences that lead
to large response time ﬂuctuations of the target web application,
due to complex resource dependencies in the system. We further
model the attack scenario in n-tier systems based on queuing
network theory, and analyze cross-tier queue overﬂow and tail
response time ampliﬁcation under our attacks. Through extensive
benchmark experiments in both private and public clouds (e.g.,
Amazon EC2), we conﬁrm that MemCA can cause signiﬁcant
performance uncertainty of the target n-tier system while keeping
stealthy. Speciﬁcally, we show that MemCA not only bypasses the
cloud elastic scaling mechanisms, but also the state-of-the-art
cloud performance interference detection mechanisms.

cause partial denial of service (PDoS) of the target service
by sending pulsating but legitimate HTTP trafﬁc to the target
system [47], [48]. In contrast, internal attacks are new-born,
which are emerging simultaneously with cloud computing and
become an important class of DoS attacks due to the sharing
nature of public cloud [7], [13]. Internal attacks can easily
mount the adversary programs in the co-located VMs [44]
(on the same host with the target VM) that cause resource
contention and performance interference of the target VM and
cause performance uncertainty of the target service [14], [60].
Existing approaches to detect and mitigate performance
interference are either provider-centric [36], [61] or usercentric [24], [32], [33]. For provider-centric approaches, cloud
providers proﬁle the infrastructure-level metrics from the
hosts in the cloud. Due to the requirement of a worthwhile investment of cloud providers (e.g., proﬁling overhead
should be under 1% [26]), cloud providers typically adopt
coarse granularity monitoring (in minutes level). For example,
the sampling interval of Amazon’s monitoring tool CloudWatch [1] and Microsoft Azure Application Insights [37] is
typically 1 minute, which is incapable of detecting shortterm performance interference (e.g., < 1 minute). For usercentric approaches, cloud tenants protect their applications
from performance interference in their rented VMs. They
may enable ﬁne-grained monitoring (e.g., 1 second), with the
cost of non-trivial monitoring overhead, to detect short-lived
performance interference. However, user-centric approaches
typically lack host-level information (e.g., the state of the colocated adversary VMs), thus they are unable to detect the
causes of performance interference.
In this paper, we present a new type of internal attacks
in the cloud, which can cause signiﬁcant performance uncertainty (long-tail response time) of target web applications
while bypassing the elasticity mechanisms and the interference
detection mechanisms in the cloud. Concretely, an attacker
mounts an adversary program in the co-located VMs with the
target VM that hosts the target web application; the adversary
program can cause large response time ﬂuctuations of latencysensitive web applications through creating very-short-lived
(e.g., <1 second) performance interference among the colocated VMs hosted in the same physical machine in the cloud.
Such an attack is considered a great threat for modern web
applications that require rapid responsiveness [15], [16], [46],
such as e-commerce, media streaming, and online gaming.
For example, Amazon reported that every 100ms increase in

Index Terms—Performance uncertainty, n-tier systems, web
attack, millibottleneck, resource contention.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has been predicted by Berkeley [6] as the
top one opportunity to defend against DoS attacks because of
its elasticity: “systems can scale easily to ﬁt the dynamic user
requirements, even to serve the attack trafﬁc”. During the past
decade a large number of websites are moved into the cloud
(e.g., Spotify [2] moved its core infrastructure to Google Cloud
on Feb. 23, 2016). However, DoS attacks are still very active
and even more severe [45], because the ever-evolving new
types of DoS attacks exploit various newly discovered network
or system vulnerabilities even in the cloud, bypassing not only
the state-of-the-art defense mechanisms [39], [59], but also the
elasticity mechanisms of cloud computing [47], [48], [54].
The new types of DoS attacks in the cloud can be categorized into two classes: external and internal attacks [7], [13].
External attacks are similar to the traditional DoS attacks that
launch external attacking trafﬁc (both application and network
level) to the target services [35], [39], [59], but with different
attacking approaches or goals to bypass the scaling capability
of the cloud. For example, an external attack may attack
third-party services (e.g., the Dyn DNS servers outside of the
cloud computing platform) that the target services rely on, or
2575-8411/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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the page load decreases sales by 1% [27]; Google requires
99th percentile of its queries to ﬁnish within 500ms [12]. At
the same time, the performance interference caused by the
proposed attacks only lasts for every short time period (e.g.,
100ms) each time; from the Sampling theory, the average system resource utilization is still at a moderate level (e.g., 50%)
using coarse granularity monitoring, thus not only avoiding the
typical triggering conditions (e.g., CPU usage > 80%) of the
cloud scaling, but also escaping the state-of-the-art detection
mechanisms of performance interference in the cloud.
To make an effective internal attack, the primary challenge
is to choose the target attack resource. In cloud environments,
the shared hardware and software resources among the colocated VMs are essential for internal attacks, such as network bandwidth [8], [30], I/O [20], last level cache [60],
memory lock [60], and CPU scheduling mechanism of the
hypervisors [62]. These shared resources are usually intercorrelated with each other, causing cross-resource contention.
For example, network trafﬁc affects last level cache [52]
and memory bandwidth affects CPU utilization. These crossresource contentions [31] signiﬁcantly raise the difﬁculty in
tracing the cause of performance interference, increasing the
stealthiness of internal attacks. In this paper, we explore one
type of cross-resource internal attacks, in which an adversary
program intermittently triggers memory resource contention
and degrades the available memory bandwidth among the colocated VMs, which transiently saturates the CPU of the target
VM. We name this attack MemCA (Memory Attacks on the
neighbor’s CPU).
In brief, this work makes the following contributions:
•
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Fig. 1: On-chip resources shared by co-located VMs.
two aspects: damage and stealthiness. Section VI presents
related work and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATIONS
A. Shared On-Chip Resources and Resource Contention
In modern CPU architecture (see Figure 1), such as Intel
Xeon family which is widely used by today’s IaaS providers,
there exist multiple processor sockets splitting on-chip resources into different packages. In the same processor package,
except for core-private L1/L2 caches, last level cache (LLC)
and memory scheduling components (e.g., memory controller
bus, bank scheduler, and channel scheduler) are all shared by
co-located VMs. The commercial cloud providers allow users
to choose VM instances with different memory size and CPU
cores [4], [38], but it is insufﬁcient to isolate all other on-chip
memory resources, leading to potential resource contention
between co-located VMs, such as memory bandwidth, or even
cross-resource contention. For example, RFA [52] investigated
performance degradation on LLC caused by the network; LLC
contention causes co-located VMs to require more memory
bandwidth, creating a memory bandwidth contention.
In this work, we focus on one type of cross-resource
contentions: shared on-chip memory resource contention on
CPU among the co-located VMs – MemCA. This type of
cross-resource contentions is hard to detect because the cause
and the result are indirectly correlated (e.g., CPU saturation
does not mean CPU is the bottleneck, but the limited memory
bandwidth is), which is a big challenge for current detection
mechanisms [31]. In addition, typical memory metrics supported by monitoring tools (e.g., sar and collectl) cannot cover
all the memory attack cases (e.g., memory lock).

Present a new type of internal DoS attacks named
MemCA, that can cause long-tail response time of web
applications with high stealthiness since the average
utilization of the target system is far from saturation.
Introduce a type of cross-resource contentions that can
cause signiﬁcant performance interference among the colocated VMs in the host inside the cloud.
Model the proposed attack scenario in n-tier systems
based on queuing network theory, and analyze crosstier queue overﬂow and tail (response time) ampliﬁcation
under our attacks.
Validate the practicality of our attacks through extensive
benchmark experiments in both private and public clouds
such as Amazon EC2, conﬁrming both damages (e.g.,
95th percentile response time > 1 second) and stealthiness (bypassing elasticity mechanisms and interference
detection mechanisms in the cloud).

B. Threat Model and Assumptions

We outline the rest of this paper as follows. Section II discusses the background of memory resources and describes our
attack scenario and the practical impact of tail ampliﬁcation.
Section III investigates two types of memory attacks: saturating memory bus and triggering memory lock. Section IV
designs and implements MemCA, models the attack scenario
using queuing network theory, and analyzes the attack impacts
(e.g., tail ampliﬁcation). Section V evaluates MemCA from

We consider a MemCA attack scenario, in which the adversary frequently creates shared on-chip memory resource
contentions of the victim VMs in the cloud hosting the target
web system by intermittently saturating those shared on-chip
memory resources (e.g., memory bandwidth) without being
detected. Today’s software-based VMM (e.g., Xen, KVM,
VMware vSphere, and Microsoft Hyper-V) can only guarantee
secure access to virtual and physical memory pages, but do
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the 3-tier system, in other words, the response time of each tier
has a nonlinear tail trend as percentile increases. Meanwhile,
the tail response time of each tier ampliﬁes from the back-end
tier (MySQL) to all the front-end tiers (Tomcat and Apache),
and eventually to the clients. For example, the 95th and 98th
percentile response time observed by the clients is longer than
1 and 2 second(s), respectively, which is considered as severe
performance damage by most e-commerce websites [12], [15],
[16], [27].
III. M EMORY ATTACK M EASUREMENTS
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Fig. 2: Measured tail (percentile) response time in each tier
of a 3-tier system under our MemCA attack. We observed
signiﬁcant tail response time ampliﬁcation from the backend MySQL to the front-end Apache, and eventually to
the clients. For example, obvious long-tail response time
was observed by the clients in both our private cloud and
the public Amazon EC2 environment.
not isolate on-chip memory resources shared by VMs [17]. In
this case, a MemCA attacker can increase CPU consumption
of the target VM by memory attacks in co-located adversary
VMs, even though vCPUs are isolated and protected by the
hypervisor. Finally, such an attack is able to cause performance
uncertainty of the target web system, especially cause the longtail response time problem in the long run.
To effectively launch a MemCA attack, we assume that
the adversary VM is able to share the same host with the
target VMs. Many previous research efforts already provide
solutions [23], [53], [58], and are orthogonal to our research.
Ristenpart’s team [53] reported the cost of achieving colocated VMs in public IaaS cloud (average cost is from $0.137
to $5.304), and the successful rate of VM co-location (from
0.6 to 0.89). We also assume that the attacker can fully control
the rented adversary VMs, in other words, they can run any
attacking programs in the rented VMs [29], as is the case for
today’s public IaaS cloud. In addition, unlike traditional DDoS
attacks which usually require a large amount of bot machines,
a MemCA attack only requires one or a few adversary VMs
that are co-located with any component VMs that are in the
critical path of the target web system, so such an attack is
economically feasible considering the potential damage it can
bring to the target website.
C. Experimental Illustration of Attack Impact
We conduct concrete experiments to show the damaging
impact caused by MemCA using a representative 3-tier benchmark RUBBoS [42], deployed in both our private cloud and
the public Amazon EC2 cloud. Here we just show the attack
impact; more experimental details and explanations are available in Section V. Without our MemCA attack, the benchmark
web application responds to every client request within 100ms.
With our MemCA attach, we show the results in Figure 2. We
can see a clear tail response time ampliﬁcation in each tier of

In this section, we investigate the performance impact of
memory attacks among the co-located VMs in a representative
host widely used by current cloud platforms.
Experiment Methodology. In our private cloud, we use 3
machines to build our proﬁling environment, each of which
equips with a 12-core, 2-package 1.60 GHz Intel Xeon CPU
E5-2603 v3 with 15MB LLC per package and 16GB of main
memory, a type of processors in Intel Xeon family that is
widely used to host VM instances by Amazon EC2 [4]. Our
private cloud is managed by OpenStack Ocata; each VM,
running CentOS release 6.7, is managed by KVM [28].
To measure the performance impact of memory attacks
among the co-located VMs, we exploit two approaches to
launch memory attacks: (1) saturating memory bus through
memory benchmarking tools [24], and (2) locking memory
access through unaligned atomic operations [60]. At the same
time, we measure available memory bandwidth which can be
used by each co-located VM as an evaluation metric to assess
performance interference caused by memory attacks.
The program to measure memory bandwidth of the host
is RAMspeed, a cache and memory benchmarking tool [19].
As we have 6 cores per package in our host, we deploy 6
co-located VMs, each with one vCPU. To comprehensively
understand the impact of memory attacks on shared memory
bandwidth in modern CPU architecture (see Figure 1), we
execute attack programs and measure memory bandwidth in
two scenarios:
1) Same package, 6 VMs each pinned to a separate core
on the same package, which share last-level cache and
memory bandwidth per package.
2) Random package, 6 VMs ﬂoating over 12 cores on
two packages, which share last-level cache and memory
bandwidth of both packages. This case represents the
common practice in a real cloud computing platform
aiming to increase the level of sharing resources.
Results of Memory Bandwidth Contention among Colocated VMs. Figure 3 depicts measured available memory
bandwidth used by each co-located VM in the same and random package under memory attacks through either saturating
memory bus or locking memory access. We summarize several
main results for building MemCA.
1) One VM running the attack program does not saturate
the memory bus, since memory bandwidth in modern
processors is high enough to host two co-located VMs.
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Fig. 3: Memory bandwidth degradation under two types of
memory attacks. (1) As co-located VMs increases, available
memory bandwidth used by each VM decreases. (2) Locking
memory (launched by 1 VM) is more effective in degrading
available memory bandwidth than saturating memory bus.
2) As co-located VMs increases, available memory bandwidth used by each VM decreases in same package case.
In the random package case, the trend is similar, but the
degradation level is lower, since the capacity of memory
bus in two packages is twice as that in the same package.
3) Locking memory access is more effective to degrade
available memory bandwidth than saturating memory
bus since memory access from other applications are
completely blocked until the locked action is done.
The above memory attack experiments are all conducted in
the KVM platform. To further conﬁrm that the effectiveness of
these memory attacks in co-located VMs is not related to any
speciﬁc hypervisor, we also conduct similar experiments in
different platforms managed by different popular hypervisors
(e.g., Xen, VMware, and Hyper-V). We get similar results
under the same memory attacks as shown in Figure 3.
IV. M EM CA
A. MemCA Overview
Through memory attack experiments in Section III, we
proﬁle the capacity of the target host and determine the
attack intensity of the adversary program. A recent research
effort [60] has introduced the performance impact of brute
force memory attacks for co-located VMs. However, such attacks can be detected by sophisticated state-of-the-art detection
mechanisms [32], [33], [61]. Here we exploit these previous
brute force memory attack techniques and design a much more
stealthy internal attack, MemCA.
The main idea of MemCA is to saturate or degrade the
shared resources (e.g., memory bandwidth) quickly within a
very short time period (e.g., tens to hundreds of milliseconds)
while bypassing the typical coarse-grained monitoring based
detection mechanisms (e.g., second or minute) [32], [33]. Then
MemCA intermittently repeats this attack process to cause
the long-lasting threat to the target system performance. In
other words, MemCA creates very short resource contention

bursts in an ON-OFF style (Figure 4) to create performance
uncertainty. We formally propose MemCA as follows:
Ef f ect = A(R, L, I)
(1)
where,
• Ef f ect is the measurement of the attack impact. We use
percentile response time as the metric to measure the tail
response time of the target system (e.g., 95th percentile
response time > 1s).
• R is the intensity of resource consumption per interference attack burst. R should be large enough to temporarily saturate or degrade shared resource (e.g., memory
bandwidth) in the servers of the cloud.
• L is the lasting period (length) of each interference burst.
L should be short enough (e.g., < 1s) to guarantee that
the interference burst is not captured by the interference
detection mechanisms [32], [33], [61].
• I is the time interval between every two consecutive
interference bursts. I infers the frequency of attack bursts.
I should be short enough so that the attacker can generate
interference bursts frequent enough to cause signiﬁcant
performance damage on the target system. On the other
hand, too short I makes the attack similar to traditional
ﬂooding DDoS attacks, which can be easily detected.
Given this high-level design of MemCA, we need to tackle
two key challenges to make MemCA practical. They are
addressed in the following sections.
• How can we determine the relationship between the
attack impact and the attack parameters? Section IV-B
will use queuing network theory to model a typical n-tier
system, generalize the attack scenarios of MemCA, and
analyze the phenomenon of cross-tier queue overﬂow [55]
and response time ampliﬁcation under MemCA.
• How can an attacker get the optimal attack parameters
without the knowledge of performance parameters of the
target n-tier system, which is a typical case in a public
cloud environment? Section IV-C will exploit feedback
control theory to dynamically adjust attack parameters for
better attack effectiveness and stealthiness, even without
knowing the performance parameters of the target systems (e.g., the service time and resource utilization).
B. MemCA Modeling
System Model and Problem Statement. Previous study [18],
[57] shows that queueing theory has been used on quantitative
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TABLE I: Model and system parameters

Fig. 5: MemCA scenario and system model.
analysis for DoS attacks in computer systems. In this section,
we start our system model with a tandem queue, which is
usually exploited to model complex computer systems such
as n-tier systems. In an n-tier system, the client requests are
offered to the ﬁrst queue, the output of which are fed to the
second queue, and so on. Each tier has an arrival rate of a
Poisson process and a service rate that follows an exponential
distribution. In a Tandem Queue model, the service rate is
independent among different tiers in the system.
To realistically model the target n-tier system, we also
assume the arrival rate of each tier is a Poisson process, and
the capacity of each tier is an exponential distribution [49].
Figure 5 depicts a MemCA attack scenario and a classic 3-tier
web applications model based on our RUBBoS environment
(i.e., 1 Apache, 1 Tomcat, and 1 MySQL). The queue size
of each tier denotes the size of concurrency control resources
(e.g., server threads or connections) of each tier in the system.
For example, Figure 5 shows there are m and k threads in
Apache and Tomcat, respectively. In practice, both m and k
cannot be very large (from tens to a few hundred) because
of the well-known high multithreading overhead [55]. In our
RUBBoS experiments, MySQL CPU is the critical (bottleneck)
resource in the system. Since n-tier systems usually adopt
synchronous RPC-style request/response for inter-tier communication, a queued request in the back-end MySQL will also
cause a thread pending for response in every upstream tier
such as Tomcat and Apache. Thus, queued requests in MySQL
can easily exhaust the limited threads in upstream tiers, which
is a key insight that motivates us to design the MemCA
attacks. Table I summarizes the notation and description of
the parameters used in our model.
The purpose of MemCA attacks is to cause the long-tail
response time problem (maximize the attack impact Ef f ect)
while keeping stealthy. To analyze percentile response time
of the target n-tier system caused by our attacks, we should
pinpoint where the major time is consumed inside the ntier system. Thus, we analyze the percentile response time
observed in each tier. Meanwhile, we also need to quantify the
stealthiness of our attacks. In other words, we should quantify
the period of each interference burst (millibottleneck); shorter
period of each interference burst means the attack is stealthier.
Capacity Degradation under Attack. In MemCA attacks,
the attacker can degrade the capacity of the n-th tier through
adversary programs executing in co-located VMs, blocking

Description
the queue size for the ith tier
the capacity for the ith tier during OFF bursts
the capacity for the ith tier during ON bursts
the legitimate request rate arriving in the ith tier
the degradation index of the capacity of the nth tier
the time to ﬁll up the queue of the ith tier per burst
the time to drop down the queue of the ith tier per burst
the damage period of the target VM during a burst
the millibottleneck period of the target VM during a burst
overall percentile response time under MemCA

the process of requests in the n-th tier, which leads to queue
overﬂow propagation from the n-th tier to all the upstream
tiers. In a concrete workload environment, each host should
have a peak capacity (service rate), Rmax . Thus, during each
MemCA attack burst, we deﬁne the degradation index D as:
Rmax − R
D=
(2)
Rmax
where R is the attack intensity of each burst.
We also deﬁne Cn,ON and Cn,OF F to differentiate the
degraded capacity of the n-th tier under the attack scenario
from the normal capacity. Speciﬁcally,
(3)
Cn,ON = D ∗ Cn,OF F
We note that during the ON attack periods, the MemCA
attacker quickly saturates the queues in each tier of the
system, making each tier working in a high concurrency mode.
Previous research results [10], [56] show that the capacity
of a server degrades as job concurrency increases due to
multithreading overhead. To simplify our analysis, we disregard the capacity degradation caused by high concurrency; we
only count the capacity degradation caused by MemCA attack
bursts as shown in Equation 3.
Quantifying Attack Impact. To quantify the damaging impact of MemCA, we divide the queueing status of the system
under attack into three stages: build-up, hold-on, and fade-off.
We analyze the period of each stage in the following.
During the build-up stage, the queue will be ﬁlled up from
the bottleneck tier to each upstream tier, until the front-most
tier. In reality, the database tier in an n-tier system is very
likely to be the bottleneck tier, which is the last-most tier. If
the queue size satisﬁes
(Condition 1) Q1 > Q2 > ... > Qn−1 > Qn
and the degradation index during build-up stage satisﬁes
(Condition 2) λn > Cn,ON
for all i=1,...,n, then the time needed to ﬁll up the queue for
the i-th server during a burst is approximately
Qn
ln,U P =
(4)
(λn − C n,ON )
(Qn−1 − Qn )
(λn−1 + λn − C n,ON )
...
(Q1 − Q2 )
= n
( i=1 λ i − C n,ON )

ln−1,U P =

(5)

l1,U P

(6)

Equation 4 denotes the time needed to ﬁll up the queue
in the n-th tier, where the adversary VMs co-locate with the
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target VM. Condition 2 is to make sure that the MemCA attack
intensity is high enough so that the queue in the n-th tier is
able to ﬁll up, and the queue ﬁll-up rate is (λn −Cn,ON ). Once
the n-th tier queue ﬁlls up, requests starts to queue in the (n1)-th tier, and so on. We derive Equation 5 and 6 based on
the characteristic of typical n-tier web systems, which usually
adopt the RPC-style synchronous communication between
consecutive tiers; one queued request in a downstream server
holds a thread in every upstream server; so the available
queue slots in the (n-1)-th tier is (Qn−1 − Qn ) when the nth tier queue ﬁlls up. In addition, all the trafﬁc arriving to
a downstream tier needs to go through every upstream tier,
thus the request rate for (n-1)-th tier is (λn−1 + λn ). The
same reasoning process can be applied to every upstream tier
including the front-most tier as shown in Equation 6.
During the hold-on stage, the biggest performance damage
occurs because the queue in every tier is full. Two factors
contribute to the damage. First, every request encounters the
maximum queuing time in the system; second, new coming
requests from clients start to drop by the front-most tier,
leading to TCP retransmissions. Since the minimum TCP
retransmission time-out is 1 second [21], clients will observe
requests with very long response time. We call the hold-on
stage as the damage period PD caused by our MemCA attacks,
which can be calculated as follows:
n

li,U P
(7)
PD = L −
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Fig. 6: Cross-tier queue overﬂow under MemCA (Figure 6b), comparing to tandem queue model (Figure 6a).
We note that during the queue drain period, the critical
resource (e.g., CPU) of the n-th tier will be fully utilized to
process the queued requests; thus the overall millibottleneck
period caused by an attack burst is as follows:
Pn,M B = L + ln,DOW N

(10)

To guarantee the stealthiness of our MemCA attack, we
should keep Pn,M B as short as possible, for example, within
sub-second to escape the detection of typical monitoring tools
that normally use seconds or even minutes time granularity.
Simulation Analysis. To further illustrate the proposed model
and quantify the attack impact, we adopt simulation using
Java Model Tools (JMT) [9]. JMT is an open source suite for
modeling Queuing Network computer systems. It is widely
used in the research area of performance evaluation, capacity
planning in n-tier systems. Thus, it is very suitable to evaluate
the impact of our attacks on n-tier systems. We modify the
JMT code and control the degradation index of service rate
during an attack burst to simulate our MemCA attacks. To
simplify the analysis, we ﬁx the burst interval I and burst
length L as 2 seconds and 100 milliseconds, respectively. With
regard to the JMT simulation of a 3-tier system, we estimate
the constant parameters (λi , Ci ) of each tier measured from
our real RUBBoS experiments.
Cross-Tier Queue Overﬂow. In Figure 6, we compare our
system model with the classic tandem queue model under the
same MemCA attack case (e.g., D = 0.1). Obviously, Figure 6b
shows the process of cross-tier queue overﬂow in our system
model, involving queue ﬁll-up, hold-on, and fade-off, since
new coming requests will be queued in an upstream tier once
the queue of its consecutive downstream tier is full. On the
contrary, in the tandem queue case in Figure 6a, all the requests
are queued in the last tier.
Tail Response Time Ampliﬁcation. In Figure 7, we use the
same attack parameters (e.g., D = 0.1, I = 2s, L = 100ms) to
launch our MemCA attack, compare three cases, including a
tandem queue model, our attack model with inﬁnite Apache
queue (not drop requests), and our attack model with ﬁnite
Apache queue (can drop requests once all queues are full).
Figure 7a shows the tandem queue case with inﬁnite MySQL
queue, percentile response time observed by all the tiers and
client nearly overlap and continuously increase due to increased queueing time in MySQL. All the requests are queued

i=1

where L is the burst length (interference period) caused by
adversary VMs, including both the build-up and hold-on stage.
To enable signiﬁcant performance damage of our MemCA
attacks, PD for each attack burst should be the longer the
better. We can quantify the impact of our MemCA attack on
the target n-tier system as follows:
PD
(8)
ρ=
I
where I is the interval between every two consecutive bursts.
For example, to achieve the attacking goal that 95th percentile
response time longer than 1 second, the damage period PD
should be at least 100ms for a 2-second attacking interval.
Quantifying Attack Stealthiness. Although the damage period caused by an attack burst is shorter than the burst length
itself (Equation 7), the millibottleneck period caused by each
attack burst is beyond the burst length. This is because even if
an attack burst stops, the system will still be busy in processing
queued requests accumulated during the build-up and hold-on
stage. We refer the post hold-on stage as the fade-off stage.
During the fade-off stage, the service rate of the n-th tier
recovers to its full capacity Cn,OF F because of removed
interference, thus the queued requests in each tier will start
to drain. Here we only consider the queue drain period in
the n-th tier because this is the tier where resource contention
occurs. The drain rate of the n-th tier queue is (Cn,OF F −λn ),
thus this queue drain period can be approximated as follows:
Qn
(9)
ln,DOW N =
(C n,OF F − λn )
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(a) Tandem queue case with inﬁnite MySQL
queue size. The percentile response time
observed by all tiers nearly overlap. All
requests are queued in MySQL (see Figure 6a).
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(b) Our attack model case with inﬁnite
queue in Apache but ﬁnite queue in other
tiers. Percentile response time of Apache
and clients ampliﬁes due to cross-tier queue
overﬂow.

(c) Our attack model case with ﬁnite queue
of each tier. Client perceives much longer
peak response time than that in Figure 7b
because of dropped requests and TCP retransmissions.

Fig. 7: Tail response time ampliﬁcation under MemCA. (a) and (b) compares the tandem queue case with our model with
inﬁnite Apache queue. And (c) shows performance of our model with ﬁnite queues (the realistic settings in n-tier systems).
in MySQL under the attack (see Figure 6a). Figure 7b shows
our attack model case with inﬁnite Apache queue, percentile
response time observed by Apache and clients is ampliﬁed due
to cross-tier queue overﬂow. In practice, the Apache queue
size has to be limited due to the high concurrency overhead
as introduced previously. Figure 7c shows our attack model
case with the ﬁnite queue of each tier; in this case the clients
perceive much longer peak response time than that in Figure 7b
and Figure 7a, since requests are dropped once all the queues
in the 3-tier system are full, leading to TCP retransmission
(the minimum timeout of TCP retransmission is 1 second).
Relationship between Attack Parameters and Impact.
MemCA has two attack goals: causing high damage (e.g., 95th
percentile response time > 1s) while keeping stealthiness (e.g.,
millibottleneck length < 1s). Through equations 8 and 10,
we can calculate the damaging impact and the millibottleneck
length if we know system parameters (See Table I) and attack
parameters. On the contrary, based on the predeﬁned attack
goals, we can also calculate attack parameters if we know
system parameters.
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Fig. 8: MemCA framework and a 3-tier sample topology.
Estimate Critical Resource Utilization (MemCA’s damage).
In MemCA-FE, we record the critical resource utilization
consumed by the adversary VMs through the attack program
(e.g., RAMspeed [19]). In our MemCA attack case, the critical
resource is memory bandwidth of the physical machine hosting
both the adversary VMs and the target VM. The maximum
memory bandwidth of the target machine is ﬁxed and can be
easily proﬁled by running some memory intensive benchmark
in the adversary VMs.
In our attack control framework, we measure the percentile
response time of the system through the prober in MemCABE. Due to the positive correlation between the system
response time and resource utilization, we tune the attack
intensity R of the adversary VMs using feedback control
technology, to control the target resource utilization. Through
adjusting the attack burst length L and the burst interval I,
we can achieve the expected attack goal (e.g., 95th percentile
response time > 1 second).
Estimate Millibottleneck Length (MemCA’s stealthiness).
We record the execution time of the attack program (e.g., the
RAMspeed benchmark) in the adversary VMs in MemCA-FE.
During the execution time of the attack program, the target
bottleneck resource is supposed to be busy and saturated.

C. MemCA Implementation
It is difﬁcult to accurately know the various parameters of
the target n-tier system for a MemCA attacker. However, given
the proposed model and simulation analysis, we understand the
relationship between the attack parameters and their impact
on the target system. So we exploit some advanced feedback
control tools (e.g., Kalman ﬁlter [25]) to dynamically tune
the attack parameters to ﬁt the dynamic system state [47] and
achieve our attacking goal. We implement a control framework
which includes two components: MemCA frontend (MemCAFE) and MemCA backend (MemCA-BE) (Figure 8). MemCAFE executes the attack program in the co-located adversary
VMs and reports the shared resource consumption. MemCABE consists of two components: a prober which periodically
sends lightweight HTTP requests to the target web system and
monitors the response time of the target web application, and a
commander which dynamically controls the attack parameters
of the adversary VMs based on the performance and the
resource utilization metrics of historical attack bursts.
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Thus, we can exploit the execution time to estimate the
millibottleneck length of the critical resource, further control
the attack parameters (e.g., burst length L) to achieve the
stealthiness goal. In practice, this approach is very conservative
because the target bottleneck resource may not always be
100% utilized during the execution time of the attack program,
thus the actual attack is stealthier than estimated using the
execution time as the millibottleneck length.
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(a) 4 attack bursts with 2 seconds interval launched in the
co-located adversary VM. Each burst lasts for about 500ms,
triggering memory lock by adversary program run in an attack
VM to degrade available memory bandwidth in the host.

V. M EM CA E VALUATION
Here, we use the RUBBoS web application benchmark to
evaluate the damage and the stealthiness of MemCA attacks.
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A. MemCA Damage in RUBBoS
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(b) Transient CPU saturations of the target MySQL VM casued
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Experiment Methodology. We adopt RUBBoS [42], a representative n-tier web application benchmark modeled after the
popular news website Slashdot. We conﬁgure RUBBoS using
the typical 3-tier architecture (see the 3-tier system in Figure 8)
in the Amazon EC2 platform, each tier is deployed in an EC2
c3.large instance hosted by a dedicated node (equipped with
two ten-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 and 64GB of main
memory). Each instance has two vCPUs and runs Red Hat
7.3.1. We conﬁgure 3500 concurrent legitimate users using
the default RUBBoS workload generator to interact with the
target benchmark website. Each user follows a Markov chain
model to navigate among different web pages, with averagely
7-second think time between every two consecutive requests.
Since recent works [23], [53], [58] already provide solutions to
co-locate VMs with a victim in Amazon EC2, the co-location
step is orthogonal to our research. We co-locate VMs on a
dedicated EC2 node to perform our experiments.
The adversary VMs are co-located with the MySQL VM
of the target 3-tier benchmark website. As for the attack
parameters, we ﬁx the burst interval I to be 2 seconds and
the burst length L to be 500 milliseconds, with the goal
of making the average utilization of the critical resource to
be moderate, thus bypassing the state-of-the-art detection of
performance interference. Given the knowledge in Section III,
we saturate the memory bandwidth of the target host through
triggering memory lock during each attack burst, which is
more effective than saturating the memory bus. Our attack
damage goal is to cause the 95th percentile response time of
the target benchmark website > 1 second.
Results. We have conducted 3-minute RUBBoS experiments
under MemCA attacks launched by our control framework.
Figure 2(a) shows the corresponding percentile response time
observed from each tier, suggesting that our attack achieved
the damage goal. Figure 9 captures a representative 8-second
snapshot with each metric monitored using ﬁne-grained (50
ms) monitoring tools. This ﬁgure illustrates how MemCA
attack bursts can cause long response time. Figure 9a shows
a MemCA attack burst occurs in every 2 seconds. Each burst
(launched by the attacking program) lasts for about 500ms,
triggering memory lock in order to degrade available memory
bandwidth of the host. The attack bursts in the adversary VM
cause transient CPU saturations of the co-located MySQL
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(d) Very long response time (e.g., > 1 second) perceived by the
end users due to MemCA bursts.

Fig. 9: MemCA Damage in RUBBoS.
VM in Figure 9b. Each transient CPU saturation creates a
millibottleneck (less than 1 second) and causes requests to
queue in MySQL; MySQL local queue soon ﬁlls up during
the millibottleneck period, pushing requests to queue in the
upstream Tomcat and Apache as shown in Figure 9c. Once
the queued requests in the front-most Apache exceed its
queue limit, new requests from legitimate users are dropped,
resulting in TCP retransmissions. The minimum timeout of
TCP retransmission [21] is 1 second. Thus, end users perceive
very long response time as we observed in Figure 9d.
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B. MemCA Stealthiness under Cloud Elasticity and Cloud
Detection of Performance Interference
Evaluate MemCA under Cloud Elasticity. Amazon AWS
provides Elastic Load Balancing in its EC2 platform to
guarantee scalability, performance, and security for deployed
applications [5]. It can elastically scale to ﬁt the application
demand because of the ability to trigger Auto Scaling [3] in the
available Amazon EC2 instance ﬂeet. The trigger mechanism
of Auto Scaling is based on a coarse-grained monitoring tool,
Amazon CloudWatch [1], whose sampling period is 1 minute.
For example, an application can scale out more instances once
the average CPU utilization of any instance of the system
exceeds a preconﬁgured threshold (e.g., 85%) during a 1minute sampling period. Thus, to validate whether Cloud
Elasticity can mitigate our attack, we need to verify whether
our attack can trigger the threshold of Auto Scaling. Here,
in our experiments, we assume the preconﬁgured threshold
of scaling out more instances is 85% of the average CPU
utilization, which is usually a feasible and simple solution for
system administrators [11], [43].
Results. Figure 10 shows the CPU utilization of the bottleneck tier MySQL in the previous 3-minute MemCA attacks
experiments using different sampling granularity. Figure 10a,
10b, and 10c adopt 1-minute, 1-second, and 50-millisecond
monitoring granularity, respectively. The average utilization
in the 1-minute case is ﬂat and moderate, which obviously
will not trigger the condition of Auto Scaling. Using 1-second
monitoring, the CPU utilization exhibits a little bit ﬂuctuation,
which will also fail to trigger Auto Scaling. Only using
more ﬁne-grained granularity 50 milliseconds, we can observe
transient CPU saturations. These transient CPU saturations
will also not trigger Auto Scaling due to the coarse monitoring
granularity of CloudWatch.
There are two reasons why AWS Auto Scaling relies on
coarse granularity monitoring provided by CloudWatch. First,
the coarse granularity can signiﬁcantly reduce monitoring
overhead, especially if we consider there are tens of thousands
of machines in a typical datacenter; each machine may also
have hundreds of system metrics to monitor. Second, Auto
Scaling wants to avoid over-sensitive to system state changes
(e.g., CPU utilization ﬂuctuation) in order to keep the stability of the target system. However, such coarse granularity
monitoring provides a perfect opportunity for our MemCA
attacks, which allows the MemCA attacks to effectively bypass
the state-of-the-art cloud elasticity mechanisms as shown in
Figure 10a and 10b.
Evaluate MemCA under Cloud Detection of Performance
Interference. The detection of performance interference inside
the cloud typically requires monitoring low-level metrics such
as cache misses and I/O counts, which cannot be measured
inside the customers’ VMs. Thus, most detection approaches
of performance interference are based on the low-level monitoring tools such as Xentrace [34] and OProﬁle [51] deployed
in the host level. Since Amazon EC2 does not allow host level
monitoring for normal users, we repeat our above experiments
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(a) Using 1-minute monitoring, observing ﬂat CPU usage.
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(b) Using 1-second monitoring, showing a little bit ﬂuctuation.
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(c) Using 50-millisecond monitoring, observing frequent and
transient saturations of CPU uitilization.

Fig. 10: MemCA Stealthiness under Cloud Elasticity.
in our private cloud. The setup of our private cloud is introduced in Section III. Figure 2b shows that we are able to
achieve similar attack impact in our private cloud as that in
the public Amazon EC2 (Figure 2a). Here, we use OProﬁle
to measure LLC cache misses, since we try to intermittently
degrade the memory bandwidth or saturate the shared memory
bus of the host, and LLC cache misses is the most relevant
low level metric with our attacks.
Results. Figure 11 shows LLC cache misses of the physical
machine hosting MySQL and its co-located VMs (Host3 in
Figure 8) using two memory attack approaches (i.e., saturating
memory bus and triggering memory lock) as described in
Section III. Due to the on-off pulsating attack styles of
MemCA, we can observe periodic LLC misses in the MySQL
VM in Figure 11a, which is caused by intermittently saturating
the memory bus in the co-located adversary VMs. However,
when we adopt the approach of triggering memory lock for
launching MemCA, we are not able to observe any obvious
pattern of LLC misses in the MySQL VM as shown in
Figure 11b, even though the attacker creates periodic attack
bursts as shown in Figure 9a.
The above results also reveal the complexity of an effective
detection approach. On the one hand, monitoring the wrong
metrics will not give us any useful information. On the other
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(b) No obvious pattern of LLC misses in MySQL VM under
periodic bursts of triggering memory lock in co-located VMs.

Fig. 11: MemCA Stealthiness under Cloud Detection of
Performance Interference.
hand, it is very challenging to pinpoint the right metrics to
monitor considering there are only a few hardware performance counters supported by modern CPUs (e.g., Our Xeon
E5-2603 CPU only support 4) while the candidate events can
reach to hundreds. In addition, using different monitoring granularity to sample the chosen metrics affects the detection effectiveness signiﬁcantly; for example, in the case of LLC cache
miss monitoring, we get similar results as we have observed
in Figure 10: coarse granularity monitoring signiﬁcantly blurs
the metric variation while ﬁne-grained monitoring may cause
non-trivial overhead that current cloud platforms want to avoid
in the ﬁrst place (e.g., Amazon CloudWatch [1]). Overall, designing effective detection/defense mechanisms again MemCA
attacks in the cloud requires signiﬁcant future research.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we review the most relevant work with
regard to memory performance attacks and its corresponding
solutions in today’s cloud platforms.
Memory Performance Attacks. Memory is one of the key
computer resources that is frequently exploited by attackers
to degrade the performance of the target system. For example, Moscibroda et al. [40] study the memory performance
attacks in multi-core systems where an adversary program
can maliciously degrade the memory-related performance of
another application running on the same socket. Zhang et
al. [60] exploit two types of memory contentions, storagebased contention (LLC cleansing attack) and scheduling-based
contention (exotic atomic locking attack), to degrade the
performance of applications deployed in clouds. Mehmet et
al. [22] attack memory bus/bandwidth, focusing on mobile
devices launched by an attack App. Compared to previous

brute-force memory attacks, we investigate transient MemCAbased cross-resource attacks (e.g., the tangible damage is on
CPU while the attack is on memory). In addition, our attacks
focus on n-tier systems, in which the complex dependencies
among the distributed nodes make the attacks stealthy while
the performance damage is severe, due to the tail response
time ampliﬁcation.
Cross-Resource Contention. Mitigating resource contention
in the cloud has been widely investigated [41], [61]. Crossresource contention (e.g., the relationship between memory
bandwidth and CPU in MemCA) is a more difﬁcult problem
than the traditional single-resource contention. On the solution
side, Heracles [31] exploit multiple resource isolation schemes
to avoid/reduce shared resource contention while satisfying
their latency critical workloads. Their solution, however, may
fail in general cases due to a large variety of resource
contentions, especially the cross-resource contentions. Finally,
after continuous efforts to achieve high utilization, low interference, and fast response time in cloud data centers, engineers
in Google admit that it is almost impossible to achieve all the
three at the same time [50]. Our MemCA attacks also comply
with such an observation: by imposing transient resource
interferences, MemCA attacks are likely to degrade the target
system performance, especially the response time.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we described MemCA attacks, a new type
of low-volume internal DoS attacks in the cloud. Such attacks
exploit the sharing nature of public cloud computing platforms
by co-locating one or a few adversary VMs with the target
VMs that deploy response time sensitive web applications.
We showed that MemCA is able to cause intermittent and
short-lived cross-resource contentions that lead to performance
uncertainty of the target web application (Section II-C). We
modeled the attack scenario in n-tier systems based on queuing
network theory and analyzed cross-tier queue overﬂow and
response time ampliﬁcation under MemCA (Section IV-B).
To validate the practicality of our attacks, we evaluated our
attacks through extensive benchmark experiments in both
private cloud and the public Amazon EC2 (Section V), and
conﬁrmed the signiﬁcant damage and the high stealthiness of
our attacks. In general, MemCA attacks make an important
contribution towards understanding the emerging low-footprint
and stealthy DoS attacks in the cloud era.
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